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Abstract: Mathematics and Music � two di�erent aspects of human cre-
ativity, seemingly belonging to separate areas: science and humanities.
Despite this, there are multiple well-known common elements and analo-
gies between the two. Especially well explored is the use of mathematics
in music. The opposite, which is the use of music in mathematics, seems
unusual and is rarely discussed, including the educational aspect.

This paper proposes an exemplary approach of using music to enrich
and facilitate mathematics teaching and provides its initial empirical ve-
ri�cation. The research presented in this paper describes an additional
model which presents the possibility and e�ectiveness of using music to
teach geometric transformations of the plane (re�ection symmetry and
point re�ection) at 6th-7th elementary music school grade levels (12�13
years old students).

The research initially con�rmed the hypothesis that the analysis of
musical themes and their transformations can be used in music schools as
a new model of facilitating the mathematical understanding of re�ection
symmetry and point re�ection. After an experimental music theory les-
son concerning melody transformations and a presentation of the paral-
lels between geometric transformations and their melodic transformation
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based on a bachelor thesis under the supervision of Mirosªawa Sajka, written by Paulina
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equivalents, the results of the POST-TEST in mathematics were signi-
�cantly better than the PRE-TEST results for the entire experimental
class. Moreover, the spontaneous transfer of knowledge from music to
mathematics, concerning the understanding of point and re�ection sym-
metry, was observed. The new musical model turned out to be a useful
artifact to some students.

The additional research results concern the awareness of the possibi-
lity of knowledge transfer between mathematics and music. The teachers
of mathematics and music theory involved with the experimental class
have not made use of the possibility of transferring musical knowledge
to mathematics before, while elementary-level music school students are
aware of some analogies between mathematics and music.

1 Introduction � music and mathematics

Mathematics is the language not only of many branches of science, but also of
describing world phenomena. It is therefore not surprising to �nd possible ap-
plications of mathematics in music. These applications concern di�erent areas
of music and are the subject of multiple scienti�c studies of varying nature.

For instance, the research monograph entitled �Mathematical concept of
music� (Sudak, 1992) contains chapters on considering music as a mathematics-
based science, on a number-based approach to sounds and intervals, on the ma-
thematical aspects of musical systems, and on the mathematical classi�cation
of intervals.

Music composition is also full of mathematics, both considering the general
structure of a piece of music as well as its compositional techniques. An extreme
example of the latter can be dodecaphony or, even more so, total serialism (see:
Whittall, 2008), which was introduced by Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951). He
invented the twelve-tone technique which puts the twelve notes of the chromatic
scale in a speci�c order, forming a row or series, and providing a unifying basis
for a composition's melody, structural progressions, variations, and harmony.

An example of using mathematics to analyze music, especially by making
use of set theory in the analysis of musical works, is Lindstedt's monograph
(2004) as well as other publications, concerning e.g. the analysis of the works
of Mozart (Gr¦bski, 2014). Sudak (1992) also discusses the mathematical and
aesthetic aspects of this issue and the fall of the old de�nition of music, inclu-
ding an analysis of the new one.

Strong attempts were also made at a comprehensive de�nition of music
theory in the form of the axiomatic theory, including the use of advanced
notions and algebraic structures (Wille, 1985).
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2 The musical model of geometric transformations

In this paper, special attention is given to the parallels between music and
geometry in the context of melody transformations as well as point or re�ection
symmetry.

The topic is rarely investigated by researchers, however Bro»ek's (2004)
monograph, in Polish, entitled �Symmetry in music � on the rational element
of composing musical works� is an example of such a rare theoretical analysis.

The empirical approach to analyze melody transformations from a geome-
try teaching point of view was undertaken by Galante (2006) in her presenta-
tion during the CIEAEM 57 conference.

In this paragraph, we brie�y summarize terms related to the theory and hi-
story of music for readers who are not professional musicians. This introduction
will make it easier to fully understand the idea behind the article.

The use of music in geometric transformation teaching is inspired by musi-
cal pieces which make signi�cant use of polyphony and imitation. Polyphony is
a type of musical texture consisting of two or more simultaneous melodic lines
called voices. Imitation is the repetition and transformation of the melody of
a given voice. Fugue is the most known polyphonic musical form which makes
use of strict imitation, especially popular in the Baroque period. The undi-
sputed master of polyphony was Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), whose
masterful precision and compositional skills amaze to this day. In such pie-
ces, a short melody, usually consisting of two bars, called a musical theme, is
presented at the beginning by one of the voices, presenting the melody line.
Further in the piece, the melody recurs in di�erent voices and is also trans-
formed in each of them, all in compliance with various strict rules of harmony
and musical structure as well as melodic transformation techniques.

Melody transformations are also used in canon form. Bach composed many
of the masterpieces of this form, some of them included in a collection of piano
pieces entitled �The Musical O�ering� (BWV 1079). Bach's great successor
from Classicism, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791), also made use of
these techniques, including melody transformations. A great example can be
the double canon that forms the trio section of Mozart's �Serenade for Wind
Octet in C� (K. 388), where a pair of oboes and a pair of bassoons unfold two
mirror canons at the same time. Smith (1982, p. 49) sees this as �a perfect
example of Mozart's use of academic means, canon, inverted canon and mirror
canon, to a purely musical and emotional end�. He compares the mirror canons
to �the visual image of two swans re�ected in the still water�. (Taruskin, 2010,
p. 731).
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In music theory, there are several types of melody transformations, e.g.
inversion, retrograde, and retrograde inversion. The melody transformations
are based on the conversion of consecutive intervals between the notes used
in the melody. An interval is the di�erence in pitch between two sounds. In
the 12-tone equal temperament tuning system, intervals are measured with
semitones. Table 1 shows the names of intervals depending on the number of
semitones (e.g. Vos, Pasveer, 2002).

Interval
Semi-

tones

Examples

(according to Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2007)

Unison = Prime 0

Minor second 1

Major second 2

Minor third 3

Major third 4

Perfect fourth 5

Tritone =
Fourth augmented =
Fifth diminished

6

Perfect �fth 7

Minor sixth 8

Major sixth 9

Minor seventh 10

Major seventh 11

Octave 12

Table 1. Names of intervals measured with semitones, and examples.

In this approach, the intervals serve to measure the distance between tones
(with the semitone as a unit), which can be analogous to measuring the distance
between points in geometry.

Contemporary music school students are taught these terms and their mea-
nings during such music-related subjects as �rules of music� or, in the later
years, �history of music� and �musical forms,� where students also analyze
chosen fugues.

The following research is based on the aforementioned melodic transforma-
tions having a mathematical equivalent � transformations of the plane. The
retrograde transformation can be considered as �walking backwards� because
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the musical line of the theme is reversed, and an exact retrograde includes
both the pitches and rhythms in reverse. The inversion of a melody is when it
is inverted by �ipping it �upside-down�, so the rhythm remains the same, but
the direction of the intervals is opposite. For example, since the melody in the
Theme provided in Figure 1 starts with G1 and moves a major second up to
A1, the inversion of the melody will also start from G1, but the next note will
move a major second down to F1 (see: Theme and its inversion in Figure 1).
Thus, retrograde and inversion correspond to re�ection symmetry (vertical and
horizontal, respectively), while retrograde inversion (which can be considered
also as an inversion of a retrograde) is analogous to point re�ection � as the
composition of two re�ection symmetries with a perpendicular axis.

The aforementioned melodic transformations are presented in Figure 1
along with the mathematical analogies to axial and point symmetry.

Figure 1. Musical theme and its pure transformations in the form of retrograde, inversion,
and retrograde inversion. Red lines indicate analogies to axes of the suggested symmetries
(comp. M. Sajka).

In compositional practice, melody transformations conducted precisely are
not always conventionally pleasant sounding, therefore composers of tonal mu-
sic usually use less strict rules of transformations in order to obtain a melody
in the same key, for example transforming a perfect �fth into a perfect fourth

and vice versa, as well as major into minor intervals (and vice versa), which
can be observed in the theme and its tonal transformations presented below
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Musical theme and its tonal retrograde, inversion, and retrograde inversion
(comp. J. Sajka).

3 Aim and methodology of research

The general aim of the preliminary research is to examine the possibility and
e�ectiveness of developing mathematical skills through music.

Speci�cally, the research attempts to provide answers to three wide-ranging
research question sets:

Question Set 1

1a) Are music school students aware of the relations between mathematics
and music? If so, what kind of relations do they notice?

1b) Are mathematics teachers in music schools aware of the relations between
mathematics and music? If so, what kind of relations do they notice?

1c) Are music teachers aware of the relations between mathematics and mu-
sic? If so, what kind of relations do they notice?

1d) Are they aware of the possibility of making use of knowledge transfer
between mathematics and music?

1e) If so, is cross-referencing being used in class for both subjects?

1f) Were the relations between re�ection symmetry, point re�ection, and
melodic transformation presented during mathematics and music lessons?

Question Set 2

2a) How could geometric transformation teaching (e.g. re�ection symmetry
and point re�ection) include music?

2b) Could we �nd the music model for chosen geometric transformations?

2c) If so, can such a didactic proposition be possible to implement?
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Question Set 3

3a) Could the demonstration of the melodic transformation model be e�ec-
tive in geometric transformation teaching?

3b) Could music school students correct their mistakes in terms of re�ection
symmetry and point re�ection after being presented with the parallels be-
tween these geometric transformations and their melodic transformation
equivalents?

Empirical research was carried out in order to acquire the answers to these
questions.

This article presents a didactic proposition visualizing the analysis of musi-
cal works and themes to be used in music schools as a new model of facilitating
the mathematical understanding of re�ection symmetry and point re�ection.
This proposition was veri�ed in practice. One 7th grade elementary-level music
school class was invited to take part in the study.

The research was carried out in two parts, entitled the Preparatory Phase

and the Main Phase respectively.
The aim of the Preparatory Phase was mainly to acquire the answers to

Question Set 1. An additional aim of this phase of research was to diagno-
se whether the examined students' musical intelligence type, as indicated by
Gardner's typology of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1999), is more dominant
in relation to the logical-mathematical intelligence type. However, this compa-
rison is considered only as an additional method of veri�cation of the research
method, because the empirical part of the research was conducted in a music
school. Since all of the students have been extensively developing their musical
intelligence, it could in�uence their mathematics learning.

The aim of the Main Phase was to acquire the answers to Question Set 2,
showing the parallels between melodic and geometric transformations and the
possibility of using musical knowledge to teach mathematical transformations
� i.e. re�ection symmetry and point re�ection. To this end, a lesson plan was
prepared and an experimental lesson was conducted.

The impact and e�ectiveness of the lesson was checked by assessing the stu-
dents' mathematical knowledge before and after the lesson in order to acquire
the answers to Question Set 3. The mathematical knowledge regarding re�ec-
tion symmetry and point re�ection of the students was assessed by using the
PRE-TEST before the lesson. Afterwards, the POST-TEST was used to assess
whether knowledge transfer had occurred and whether the students were able
to autonomously make use of melodic transformations to correct their own
mistakes in symmetry-related mathematics tasks.
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The general schema of the research is presented in Table 2.

Preparatory

Phase

of research

I. Howard Gardner test for students and its analysis

II. Questionnaire for 7th grade students regarding making use of the
relations between mathematics and music in learning mathematics
and music rules as well as being aware of the parallels between
mathematics and music.

III.Questionnaire for mathematics teacher regarding identifying the
relations between mathematics and music as well as the hitherto use
of music during mathematics lessons.

IV. Questionnaire for music rules teacher regarding identifying the
relations between mathematics and music as well as the hitherto use
of mathematics during music lessons.

Main Phase

of research

V. PRE-TEST

VI. EXPERIMENTAL LESSON

VII. POST-TEST

Table 2. Research schema.

4 Lesson description

The lesson provided as part of the research was conducted according to the
plan which is described in detail in this section. It is worth emphasizing that
it was intentionally not a mathematics lesson, but a �rules of music� lesson,
presenting analogies to mathematics.

Teacher, composer of melodies: Paulina Fra±

Topic: Symmetry in Music

Grade: 7

Date: 22.03.2018

Duration: 1.5h

Lesson objectives:

The student will:

� Consolidate the knowledge of the following theory of music terminology:
inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion;

� Consolidate the ability to distinguish and recognize melody transformations:
inversion, retrograde, retrograde inversion;
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� Consolidate the ability to notice symmetry in the world around us, espe-
cially in music;

� Acquire the ability to spot re�ection symmetry, point re�ection, axis and
center of symmetry in music.

The student will be able to:

� Transform the melody in the form of: inversion, retrograde, retrograde of
inversion, and inversion of retrograde;

� Distinguish the transformations of melodies in form of: inversion, retrograde,
retrograde inversion, by means of listening skills;

� Distinguish the transformations of melodies in form of: inversion, retrograde,
retrograde inversion by the analysis of musical notes;

� Notice the symmetry in notes and indicate the axis of symmetry of a melody
transcript.

Tools:

Board, instrument (violin), handouts with notation of melodies.

Working methods:

� Chatting,
� Discussion,
� Presentation with explanations,
� Individual work of students.

Lesson progress, tasks & dialogues:

Introduction to topic of lesson

T: Welcome the students.

T: In music, we can transform melodies. Have you ever transformed melo-
dies?

S: We have not.

T: During today's lesson, we will learn how to transform melodies.

Part 1. Retrograde melody transformation

T: One of such transformations is in the form of retrograde. Do you know
how a cray�sh/retrograde moves?

S: In reverse.

T: Yes, there is even a Polish proverb: Only a cray�sh walks in reverse. So,
if we transform a melody in the form of a retrograde, how should we
notate the melody after the transformation?
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S: The original melody has to be written in reverse order.

T: Correct.

The teacher writes the notes of the melody on the board:

The teacher plays the melody on the violin. Then, with her students, she
sings it by naming the sounds and asks them to remember them.

The teacher asks one student to transform the given melody in retrograde
form.

S:

After completing the task, the teacher plays the original melody and the
melody after the retrograde transformation. Then the students sing these
two melodies by naming the sounds.

Part 2. Inversion melody transformation

T: Another transformation that we can apply to our melody is in the form of
inversion. Because the melody starts from the note G1, it is the reference
point in this transformation, and the inversion will not change it. In
contrast, all the sounds above it will be transposed down the appropriate
distance from the note G1 by counting the semitones. As a consequence,
we arrive at the note A1. We count the number of semitones from G1
to A1. It is two semitones up. Therefore, if we convert this interval in
inversion form, we count two semitones down from the note G1 and arrive
at the note F1.

At this point, the teacher asks a student to transpose the other intervals in
inversion form.

S:

After completing this activity, the teacher plays the original melody and
the transformed melody on the violin, and as she asks the students to sing
and memorize the sounds.

Part 3. Melody transformation in inversion and then retrograde

form
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T: We have transformed the melody in retrograde form and inversion form.
Now, let's transform our original melody in the form of inversion followed
by retrograde. That is, �rst, we transform the melody with an inversion
(the inverted melody is written on the board), then we transform this
melody with a retrograde. The teacher asks a student to transform the
melody.

S:

After completing this activity, the teacher plays the original melody followed
by the transformed melody on the violin and asks the students to sing and
memorize the sounds.

Part 4. Melody transformation in retrograde and then inversion

form

T: We have transformed the melody by inversion followed by retrograde.
Let us change the order of these transformations. Which transformation
will we perform �rst?

S: The melody is �rst transformed in retrograde form, then in inversion
form. The teacher asks a student to transform the original melody in
retrograde form, then in inversion form. (The retrograde transformation
is written on the board.)

S:

T: Have you noticed something interesting?

S: Yes. The transformation of melodies in the form of inversion and then
retrograde is the same as in the form of retrograde and then inversion.

T: This means that both melodies will be the same after applying either of
the transformations.

For reinforcement, the teacher once again plays the original melody followed
by the melody transformed by retrograde and inversion on the violin.
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The teacher then asks the students to answer what transformations they
can hear. The teacher plays the original melody, then transforms it. First,
she plays the melody transformed in the form of inversion, and the students
respond, then the teacher plays a melody transformed in the form of retro-
grade. The students respond, and the teacher plays a transformation in the
form of inversion and then retrograde. The students respond and, at the
end, the teacher plays the melody transformed in the form of retrograde
and then inversion.

Part 5. Implementation

Exercise

After this activity, the teacher distributes handouts containing melodies to
the students and asks them to name the transformations they notice. The
teacher plays each melody and, together with the students, discusses each
of the transformations.

Task 1

Assign the transformations beside the melodies (inversion, retrograde, in-
version of retrograde, retrograde of inversion). Were the transformations
made correctly?

Original melody:

S: In example (a), the melody was transformed in inversion form.
In example (b), the melody was transformed in retrograde form.
In example (c), the melody was transformed in the form of inversion and
then retrograde.

After completing the task, the teacher explains:

T: Transformations in music such as: inversion, retrograde, retrograde in-
version, and inversion of retrograde can be associated with mathematics.
Now, let us look at the second task.
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Part 6. Presenting the relationship between the transformation of

a melody and re�ection and point symmetry in mathematics

Task 2

T: Can you draw an axis in the �rst example, so that the melody is sym-
metrical?

S: Yes. It should be between the second and third bar.

The students draw the axis.

T: Does it remind you of a common mathematical transformation?

Students think about the answer.

T: Is the melody on the right side of the divide the same as on the left?

S: No, it's not, but is written backwards. So, we have here a re�ection
symmetry with regard to the vertical line.

T: So, if you transform the original melody, which is written on the left side
of the vertical line, all of the sounds will lie equidistant from this line
and on its both sides. Can you see a relationship of symmetry in the next
example?

S: Yes, we can. The axis of symmetry can be drawn on the second line of
the sta�.

T: Can you draw this axis? What mathematical term can this transforma-
tion be associated with?

S: A re�ection symmetry with regard to the horizontal line.
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T: In conclusion, the inversion is analogical to the axial symmetry with
regard to the horizontal line. If the melody is written by the clef, the
starting point is the G1 note. As you may know, the clef determines
the position of the G1 note. Transforming our original melody, the G1
note remains unchanged, while all the other notes located above the
axis drawn by you, that is the horizontal axis, are transformed and now
located underneath it. To sum up, all the sounds lie equidistant and on
its opposite sides from the drawn line, that is, the horizontal axis.
Now, look at point c). As you can see, this melody has not been trans-
formed. This is a new melody. Let's try to transform it in the form of
retrograde and then inversion. This time, we will not take turns to wri-
te transformations, as we did at the beginning of the lesson. We will
transform the melody instantaneously.
So, if we transform the melody in retrograde form, which note do we
have �rst?

S: C2.

T: Yes, C2. And now the C2 note is transformed in inversion form.

S: We get D1. Next, we have B1, and we transform it in form of inversion,
and we have the sound E♭1.

The transformed melody:

T: Could you please describe what we did to get the �nal melody?

S: Each note was transformed in the form of retrograde and then inversion.

T: Right, and if we wanted to use a mathematical term for this transforma-
tion?

S: First, we performed a re�ection symmetry with regard to the vertical
axis, then with regard to the horizontal axis.

T: Right, and if we combine these two transformations, what do we get?

S: Point re�ection.

T: Right, also known as an inversion in a point. Therefore, the focus of
today's lesson is Symmetry in Music. In conclusion, the transformation
in retrograde form is analogous to the axial symmetry. Firstly, we perform
axial symmetry with regard to the vertical axis, that is, retrograde (in
music), then the resulting melody is transformed by the axial symmetry,
but with regard to the horizontal axis, that is, inversion (in music).
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Okay, but how would you explain the transformation in the form of inversion
and then retrograde?

S: It is the same as the transformation in the form of retrograde and then
inversion.

T: Let us consider whether it is the same. First, we perform a re�ection
symmetry with regard to the horizontal axis, that is inversion (in mu-
sic), then with regard to the vertical axis, that is retrograde (in music).
Assuming we perform the axial symmetry transformation, �rst with re-
gard to the horizontal axis, then with regard to the vertical axis, would
we get the same result as if we performed it with regard to the vertical
axis, then with regard to the horizontal axis?

S: Yes, we would.

T: Why is it so?

S: Because it is the inversion in a point. That is, a point re�ection.

T: In order to revise the today's lesson, I will give you handouts with one
more task.

Part 7. Implementation

Task 3

Sign the transformation that has been made next to the melody (inversion,
retrograde, inversion of retrograde, retrograde of inversion). Use mathema-
tical terminology.
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S: The �rst melody was transformed in inversion form. This transformation
is associated with the axial symmetry, with regard to the horizontal line.
The second melody was transformed in retrograde form. This transfor-
mation is associated with the re�ection symmetry with regard to the
vertical line. The last melody was transformed in the form of inversion
and then retrograde. This transformation is associated with point re�ec-
tion.

Summary

T: What have you learned during today's lesson?

S: We have transformed melodies.

T: That's right. What were the transformations called?

S: Retrograde, inversion, retrograde inversion, and inversion of retrograde.

T: What mathematical concepts can be associated with these transforma-
tions?

S: The retrograde transformation can be associated with re�ection symme-
try with regard to the vertical line. The inversion transformation can be
associated with re�ection symmetry with regard to the horizontal line.
The transformation in the form of inversion and then retrograde can be
associated with point re�ection.

T: Did you know that some famous composers used symmetry in music?
Among others, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart used these transformations
in his music compositions. He composed the Mirror Canon, which we
will listen to in a moment. This composition was written for two violins.
To play this melody, just one set of notes is needed. The second violin
mirrors the �rst violin. That means that the melody was transformed in
retrograde form. Let's listen to this melody to �nd it out.
Another example is music composed by Johann Sebastian Bach. He re-
gularly used these transformation in his compositions when introducing
successive voices, transforming melodies in the form of inversion, retro-
grade, and retrograde and then inversion.

5 Results and analysis of Preparatory Phase

Comparison between the mathematical-logical and musical ty-

pes of multiple intelligences in accordance with H. Gardner

It would seem that the dominant type of intelligence of students who attend
music school would be musical. However, the test showed only two students
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with this type of dominant intelligence. In the case of mathematical-logical
intelligence, only one student had this type of intelligence as their dominant
type. None of the students had linguistic intelligence as their dominant ty-
pe. On the other hand, interpersonal intelligence turned out to be the most
dominant type of the multiple intelligences among the surveyed students.

When comparing the number of points obtained to diagnose the type of
musical and mathematical-logical intelligences, it turned out that musical in-
telligence is more dominant for 8 students, while one student obtained the
same result for both types, therefore assigning it to both groups we arrive at
the ratio of 9:6 to describe the predominance of musical over mathematical
intelligence.

However, these results should be treated as preliminary, as the test used
for this diagnosis was not standardized.

Student questionnaire

Fifteen students took part in this part of the study. The questions included in
the questionnaire were as follows:

1) Have you ever made use of mathematical knowledge or noticed anything
related to mathematics during your music history or music rules lessons?
YES/NO.
If YES, elaborate:

2) Have you ever used musical knowledge when solving mathematics tasks?
YES/NO. If YES, how?

3) Do you notice any similarities between mathematics and music? YES/NO.
If YES, list them:

4) What do you think, can learning music in�uence learning mathematics?
YES/NO. If YES, elaborate:

5) What do you think, can learning mathematics in�uence learning music?
YES/NO. If YES, elaborate:

The analysis of the data in Figure 3 shows that 9 students declared their
deliberate use of mathematical knowledge during music history or music rules
lessons.
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Figure 3. Answers for further questions from the Student

questionnaire (N = 15).

These students noted that they made use of mathematical knowledge when
learning about fundamentals and overtones, frequencies, intervals, triads, and
tetrachords.

However, in the case of question 2, only one student provided an a�rmative
answer, writing: Only (a basic example) in relation to fractions � I compared

them to intervals.

Eight students provided an a�rmative answer to question 3.

Six students state that learning music could in�uence learning mathema-
tics, although their reasoning is very broad, e.g.Music helps to develop memory

and intelligence, which is useful when learning mathematics.

Eight students agreed that learning mathematics in�uences learning music,
e.g. Mathematics helps signi�cantly with creating chords and notation.

Students can spontaneously notice connections between mathematics and
music, of which there are mainly two types. The �rst of them is associated with
the image of mathematics as a tool for calculating or measuring, and in this
approach, the relationships mentioned by students relate to intervals, aliquots,
sound frequencies, etc. The second type consists of very general comments that
characterize the holistic development of an individual. In this approach, stu-
dents emphasize that due to learning, performing, and listening to music, the
overall development of the individual � in terms of memory and intelligence � is
being in�uenced. The comments are formulated in a very general way, without
seeing the connections between mathematical and musical concepts. The only
conceptual connections evoked by students were related to the analogy betwe-
en fractions and rhythmic values. None of the students noticed the similarities
between melodic and geometric transformations on their own.
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Questionnaires for mathematics and music rules teachers

The teachers were asked about their teaching as well as making use of musi-
cal knowledge during mathematics lessons and mathematics knowledge during
music rules lessons.

Unfortunately, the teachers did not come o� well when compared to the
students. The mathematics teacher circled �NO� in regard to all questions
contained in the questionnaire, stating that he has never referenced music
during mathematics lessons in the case of music school students. In particular,
he has not been making use of melodic transformation when teaching about
re�ection symmetry and point re�ection. He has also not noticed the students
spontaneously refer to music during mathematics lessons.

The music rules teacher also circled �NO� in regard to the questions related
to referring to mathematics when teaching music rules. In particular, he has
not been presenting the similarities between melodic transformation and re�ec-
tion symmetry and point re�ection. He did, however, provide an a�rmative
answer to the questions regarding the students noticing the parallels between
mathematics and music on their own: when building intervals, teaching about
fundamentals and overtones, and analyzing the frequencies of particular so-
unds. He noted that the students noticed other relations between sound and
mathematics.

Teachers probably do not take into account the speci�city of their student
group, they do not consider the fact that music school students are �immersed�
in music and that it is possible to bene�t from this in terms of mathematics
learning as well as building the motivation to do it.

6 Structure, results, and analysis of Main Phase

PRE-TEST and POST-TEST were analogous and consisted of 22 and 23 ta-
sks respectively, di�ering only in the numerical data and the shapes of the
geometric �gures.

Table 3 presents the objectives of particular tasks.
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Sheet 1 Sheet 2 Objectives of task

Tasks 1, 2, 14, 15, 23 The student is able to recognize geometric shapes
which are axially or centrally symmetric.

Tasks 3, 4 The student is able to draw shapes which are re�ected
across a given line or through a given point.

Task 5 The student is able to draw the symmetry axis of
a shape and decide whether it exists.

Tasks 6, 7, 8 The student is able to mark the point which is sym-
metrical across the axes OX and OY or across the
beginning of the coordinate system.

Task 9 The student is able to provide the coordinates of the
point transformed across the axes OX or OY or across
the beginning of the coordinate system.

Task 10 The student is able to decide whether the drawn line is
the symmetry axis of a shape consisting of two points.
Additionally, in Sheet 2, the student is able to decide
whether the drawn line is the symmetry axis of a seg-
ment.

Task 11 Task 12 The student is able to draw a symmetry axis so that
the two given points are symmetrical in relation to one
another.

Task 12 Task 11 The student is able to decide which points are images
of point symmetry.

Task 13 The student is able to decide whether the drawn line
is the symmetry axis of a shape.

Task 16 The student is able to draw the symmetry axis of
a shape and decide whether it exists.

Task 17 The student is able to draw a shape which is symme-
trical to the given shape through a given point.

Task 18 The student is able to draw a shape which is symme-
trical to the given shape through a given line.

Tasks 19, 20, 21, 22 The student is able to draw a symmetry axis and de-
�ne how many axes of symmetry there are in a:
� segment, ray, circle, and rectangle, and is able to
draw symmetry axes to them. (PRE-TEST)
� line, ray, disk, equilateral triangle. (POST-TEST)

Table 3. Objectives of the particular tasks from PRE-TEST and POST-TEST.
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The survey which made use of PRE-TEST in mathematics was carried out
before the experimental lesson. The students' results are presented in the graph
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Percentage of correct answers to tasks from PRE-TEST (N = 15).

The analysis of the results in PRE-TEST shows that the students had di�-
culties understanding the concepts of re�ection symmetry and point re�ection.
A common mistake was an incorrect transformation of a shape. When dra-
wing a point-symmetrical geometrical shape, the students often transformed
the shape in relation to a vertical line.

Most of the students were also mistaken in regard to the symmetry axis,
considering it a line between two points (shapes). The task regarding the co-
ordinates of the point symmetrical to the given point in relation to the axes
OX and OY as well as point (0, 0) also turned out to be very di�cult. The
students provided the wrong coordinates.

An experimental music lesson followed the PRE-TEST survey, intentionally
conducted in regard to the timetable of the class so as to not coincide with
a mathematics or music lesson. This lesson consisted almost exclusively of
music-related content � playing, singing, notation of melodies. The types of
melodic transformation (retrograde, inversion, and retrograde inversion) were
revised during the lesson.

The students created their own melodic transformations and recognized
them by ear. The only reference to mathematics consisted of showing the si-
milarities between inversion and retrograde and re�ection symmetry as well
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as retrograde inversion and point re�ection. The terminology used during the
lesson was, however, strictly music-related.

Following the lesson, the survey which made use of POST-TEST was car-
ried out. The results for particular tasks are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Percentage of correct answers to tasks from POST-TEST (N = 15).

Over 75% of the students' answers were correct for most tasks contained in
POST-TEST. Therefore, after the lesson concerning the inversion, retrograde,
and retrograde inversion melodic transformations was carried out, the amount
of properly solved tasks undoubtedly increased.

It is crucial in regard to this study that several students spontaneously
related to musical terms when solving the mathematics tasks contained in
POST-TEST. An example of such an answer is presented in Figure 6. Students
were asked to decide if the drawings below showed �gures symmetrical about
the point S.

This proves that the melodic transformation model was useful for the stu-
dent in the context of point re�ection. The same student's drawing and exem-
plary reasoning in regard to the shapes not being symmetrical in relation to
point S was similar (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. The student's explanation: �Yes, because retrograde
inversion is used�.

Figure 7. The student's explanation: �No, because only the retrograde
transformation is used�.

7 Summary & conclusions

The students of a 7th grade elementary-level music school class were able
to notice multiple similarities between mathematics and music. They noti-
ced mathematics in music in the scope of building intervals, the frequencies,
fundamentals, and overtones of sounds, and rhythm. They stated that music
in�uences learning mathematics by improving memory and intelligence.

However, neither the mathematics teacher nor the music teacher have ever
made use of the relations between these two subjects during their lessons.

Both the teachers as well as the students did not notice the parallels be-
tween melodic transformations and geometric transformations of the plane in
the form of re�ection symmetry and point re�ection.
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An experimental music lesson which showed these similarities resulted in
the students spontaneously making use of this model when solving the ma-
thematics tasks contained in POST-TEST. A spontaneous knowledge transfer
from music to mathematics had taken place. This allowed the students to cor-
rect their mistakes in tasks concerning re�ection symmetry and point re�ection,
greatly improving their results in the mathematics tasks. Some of the students
even made use of musical terminology in their explanations concerning the
mathematics tasks.

The study shows that, in the case of music school students, it is bene�cial
to make use of the musical model of melodic transformation as an additional,
di�erent way of presenting the concept of re�ection symmetry and point re�ec-
tion. In the case of the students who took part in the study, this proved to be
both e�ective in a mathematical context as well as enjoyable. The students we-
re very satis�ed with the experimental lesson which showed them a previously
unknown type of relationship between mathematics and music, considering the
lesson very interesting.

It seems that analyzing musical transformations �rst, and then matching
them with mathematical transformations was a very good didactical appro-
ach. Musical transformations required an �analytical� approach, i.e. �nding
a new melody step-by-step by calculating the intervals or playing the notes of
the melody in the correct order. This could then be converted into a way of
analyzing mathematical transformations presented statically (visually). This
approach is con�rmed by the statements of the students using musical names
for mathematical transformations. Students spontaneously used the analytical
approach, even in situations that favoured the global reception of mathematical
transformations.

These research results con�rm that it is worth looking for speci�c didactic
solutions and approaches targeted at various groups of students of specialized
schools, related to their interests and work methods, because this will support
their individual mathematical reasoning.
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Pogª¦bianie procesu nauczania-uczenia si¦ symetrii w szkole

podstawowej z wykorzystaniem transformacji melodii

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Matematyka i muzyka � dwa znacz¡co ró»ne obszary ludzkiej dziaªalno±ci
i twórczo±ci, nale»¡ce do odr¦bnych dziedzin naukowych: nauk ±cisªych oraz hu-
manistycznych, sztuki. Mimo to istnieje wiele dobrze znanych zwi¡zków i ana-
logii mi¦dzy nimi. Szczególnie dobrze zbadane jest wykorzystanie matematyki
w muzyce. Natomiast podej±cie odwrotne, czyli analiza wykorzystania muzyki
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w matematyce brzmi dziwnie i jest rzadko przedmiotem bada«, równie» w kon-
tek±cie nauczania. W artykule zaproponowano sposób wykorzystania muzyki
w celu wzbogacenia i uªatwienia procesu nauczania-uczenia si¦ matematyki.
Badania zaprezentowane w artykule opisuj¡ dodatkowy model daj¡cy mo»li-
wo±¢ efektywnego wykorzystania muzyki do nauczania przeksztaªce« geome-
trycznych pªaszczyzny (symetria osiowa i ±rodkowa) w 6�7 klasie szkoªy pod-
stawowej (uczniowie w wieku 12�13 lat). Opisany w artykule scenariusz lekcji
z wykorzystaniem tego modelu zostaª zrealizowany na lekcji eksperymentalnej.
Badania wst¦pnie potwierdziªy hipotez¦, »e analiza transformacji melodii mo»e
by¢ stosowana w szkoªach muzycznych jako nowy model uªatwiaj¡cy matema-
tyczne rozumienie symetrii osiowej i ±rodkowej. Po przeprowadzeniu ekspery-
mentalnej lekcji z teorii muzyki dotycz¡cej transformacji tematów muzycznych,
w której zasygnalizowano istnienie podobie«stw mi¦dzy przeksztaªceniami geo-
metrycznymi a transformacjami melodii, wykonano test z matematyki. Wyniki
tego testu byªy znacznie lepsze dla caªej klasy eksperymentalnej ni» wyniki
analogicznego testu przeprowadzonego przed eksperymentaln¡ lekcj¡. Ponadto
zaobserwowano u uczniów spontaniczny transfer wiedzy z muzyki na mate-
matyk¦ dotycz¡cy rozumienia symetrii osiowej i ±rodkowej. Nowy model mu-
zyczny staª si¦ przydatnym artefaktem dla niektórych uczniów. Dodatkowym
wynikiem bada« jest diagnoza ±wiadomo±ci mo»liwego transferu wiedzy mi¦dzy
matematyk¡ a muzyk¡. Nauczyciele matematyki i teorii muzyki ucz¡cy w klasie
eksperymentalnej nie korzystali wcze±niej z mo»liwo±ci wykorzystania wiedzy
muzycznej do nauki matematyki, podczas gdy uczniowie podstawowej szkoªy
muzycznej mieli ±wiadomo±¢ pewnych analogii mi¦dzy matematyk¡ a muzyk¡.
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